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TOP
STORIES
SC verdict on
‘Jallikattu’ gets
mixed response
Chennai: 'Jallikattu’ is
back in the news with
people’s hopes of the
bull-taming sport being
held...... Read More >>

Chennai likely to
get light showers
Chennai: It is not a
normal November so far,
by any standards, as the
temperatures have been
above...... Read More >>

Kohli, Pujara
steady ship after
early jitters
Visakhapatnam: Virat
Kohli and Cheteshwar
Pujara consolidated the
innings after a jittery
start as...... Read More >>

NASA expert speaks
on monitoring Earth
NT Bureau

Thursday, 17 November 2016

Chennai: It was an interesting
session for students as they
got to interact with Dr Paul
Rosen, Project ScientistNISAR
(NASA-ISRO
Synthetic
Aperture Radar) at NASA-JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory),
California, during an event organised here by IIT-Madras’
Department of Electrical Engineering.

Today's
E-Paper

A press note said faculty members, IEEE members and
students of IIT and SPACE-associated schools participated in
the programme. Rosen spoke about the India-US partnership
for monitoring a dynamic planet - the NASA-ISRO SAR
(NISAR) Mission.
He said Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) were
developing NISAR, an Earth orbiting science and applications
mission to measure the changing Earth.
The mission’s objectives include the study of land and ice
deformation, and changes in ecosystems - biomass,
agriculture, and wetlands in areas of common interest to the
US and Indian science and applications communities.
Also, there were discussions on the nature of the science
problems the mission was attempting to address with these
spatially and temporally dense time series, the consequent
mission design and technology approach.

Polls
Has Modi’s popularity
come down because
of demonetisation?
Certainly
Not at all
To a small extent
To a great extent

Saina satisfied
despite defeat on
return
New Delhi: Saina
Nehwal’s comeback may
have ended with a
gruelling opening round
loss at the China......
Read More >>

National child
awarded to chess
whiz
Chennai: Velammal
School student Rakshitha
Ravi received the
national child award for
exception......
Read More >>

MOST
POPULAR
Actress Sabarna
committed
suicide, say cops
Chennai: The city police
have confirmed that the
death of TV actor
Sabarna Anand was a
case of...... Readmore >>

Did actress
commit suicide
after being jilted?
Chennai: Mystery
surrounding the alleged
suicide of television
actress Sabarna Anand
(29),......
Readmore >>

College girl in
Chennai dies due
to pressure
Chennai: A college
student ended her life at

Students of schools including St John’s Public and Residential
School, Velammal Vidyalaya, Modern Senior Secondary
School, Kola Saraswathy & Kola Perumal, DAV Public School
and Shri Natesan Vidyasala participated.
For information contact 7338819951 or info.chennai@spaceindia.com.
(Follow us on Twitter @NTChennai, FB page News Today)
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